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Bad Boys and Girls Of The Bible.Ever wondered why some people are just "Bad". In this book -

Bad Girls Of The Bible - you will discover some well known characters like Jezebel and other

obscure ones like Athaliah that can teach you life lessons for the 21st Century. This book will

educate and inspire at the same time!Plus Bad Boys Of The BibleThis is the sequel to “The

Bad Girls Of The Bible”. I assure you that you are about to face some of the most horrific

scenes in the Holy Book – The Bible. Men who will stop at nothing to get their way. Evil men

with unthinkable character traits that would make you cringe. You will be familiar with one or

two but some are obscure.Whatever you think of them; we can learn life lessons for the 21st

Century.



Really Bad Girls of the Bible: More Lessons from Less-Than-Perfect Women

Pammyjo, “The Author Gives a Great Lesson in Biblical Education. Mr. Tokan is powerful in his

presentation of 7 bad biblical boys and 7 bad biblical girls. He writes about people who aren’t

commonly mentioned in the bible, yet are capable of making us all evaluate our own lives.In

that regard, I really like how the author offers lessons we can learn in the 21st century based

on the bad biblical boys and girls. His suggestions make all the sense in the world too!This

insightful book will satisfy anyone interested in studying the bible beyond their bible study

class.I truly like the warning Mr. Tokan included about being cautious of wolves in sheep’s

clothing. That advice is timeless, especially in today’s wicked times.To sum it up, the author

writes like a man who values the spiritual words that will guide Christians to the Lord.I highly

recommend this book as a necessity for all Christian’s reading pleasure.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Most excellent....worth having in your Christian Library!. We've all read

about most if not all the characters in this book set.What's different is that the Author brings

these unsavory characters to life.As we study the Bible and it's stories we realize how

examples are used to show how Christ wants us to act and how not to act.Without character

development, it is difficult to understand some of these lessons in the Bible. I don't know about

you but I need all the help I can get.I tried to keep a closed mind while reading these this boxed

set, but darn it, it all snuck through and now I can talk about these people in my Bible study

class:)”

Eclectic User, “Different insight into some of bad characters in the Bible. Even if you are familiar

wit these. names you'll get a greater perspective on these men and women who had an impact

on history. You would have to do an in-depth study on each, including circumstances and

relevant relationships to get the understanding presented in these short chapters. One caveat

is to recognize that this is two books in one and you must use the TOC to navigate each book

separately as you can only the chapter titles once you have selected the book (girls or boys).

Recommend this book, it is easy to read and very informative.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Live For God. There are so many examples of good women in the Bible.

There are many examples of evil women. We do not have to give in to sin. We should desire to

serve God faithfully.”

LadyJaguar, “Five Stars. Thank you!”

PD, “Four Stars. helped me find the info I was looking for.”

gertrude marabi, “Great lessons aren’t always from great men and women but from bad ones

too.. I like the book, currently reading it”

The book by Gianni Ferracuti has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 22 people have provided feedback.
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